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Abstract

Waste is a significant problem in food supply chains. There is potential for spoilage of food products at any stage of the supply chain when the products reach their “best before” or “salable date”. As a key to the food waste problem, there is a trend towards developing shelf life extension solutions that are intended to allow products not only to last longer but also to improve their quality and nutritional benefits.

The objective of this study is to explore whether shelf life extension actually results in the expected reductions of food waste. This issue is motivated by potential problems related to complexity in supply chains and consumer behavior.

The study is based on a comprehensive literature review and empirical findings from several studies of the structure and functioning of food supply chains undertaken by a food research institute.

This work concluded that the relation between shelf life extension and food waste reduction does not appear to be straightforward. Complex consumption behavior (e.g. shopping in larger volume results in longer storage periods at households), in combination with long supply chains and several storage points, implies that shelf life extension may not guarantee consumption before products have reached the “best before date”. Another important factor is the increasing demand for so-called “fresh products”, which may lead to the perception that products with longer shelf life are considered less fresh.

This study has shown the need to more closely investigate the effects of various measures (such as shelf life extension) that are applied to reduce food waste. To that end, it would be beneficial to develop a method to investigate and monitor the effectiveness of proposed shelf life extension solutions for the purpose of food waste reduction with a holistic system perspective. This would also help policymakers in their decision-making process as well as solution providers to improve the effectiveness of such solutions. With this perspective in place, the effectiveness of such solutions could be improved. This would also help policymakers in their decision-making process.
Introduction

Food waste is a significant contributor to the overall EU negative environmental impacts, responsible for 17% of direct greenhouse gas emissions and 28% of material resource use. The amount of annual food waste in Europe is estimated to increase from over 100 million tons in 2014 to about 126 million tons by 2020 (European Commission, 2015). The target set at the European level aims at 50% prevention of food waste by 2025 (European Parliament, 2012).

There is potential for spoilage of food products at any stage of the supply chain when the products reach their “best before” or “saleable date”. As a key to the food waste problem, solutions have been developed intending to allow products to last longer through a wide range of preservation techniques including packaging solutions (e.g., vacuum or modified atmosphere packing), chilling, freezing, pasteurization, sterilization, etc. (Gould, 1996). Other studies confirm the potential role of such technologies including packaging in providing a solution to other aspects of global food wastage through extending the shelf-life of fresh foods and thus preventing food spoilage (Williams et al. 2012, anonymous 2013a, b, Christiansen 2014, Bowling 2013).

However, there is lack of evidence whether a longer shelf life necessarily reduces waste in terms of guaranteeing consumption before reaching the best before date. This uncertainty is due to the complexity of food supply chains (Van der Vorst et al., 2005, van Donk et al., 2008, van Donselaar et al., 2006, Verdouw et al., 2010, Christopher et al., 2009, Taylor and Fearne, 2009, Gedenk et al., 2010, Roth et al. 2008) as well as consumption behaviors (WRAP, 2013, EC, 2010, EPRS, 2014, Gjerres & Gaiani, 2013, Grunert, 2014).

Objective

This study strives to explore whether shelf life extension actually results in the expected reduction in food date waste. This issue is motivated by problems related to the complexity in supply chains and consumer behavior.

Method

The results and conclusions presented in this report foremost build on a literature review in addition to selected empirical data gathered through study visits and interviews performed within the project “Reduced waste in the food chain – with a holistic perspective” (2011-2013), financed by The Swedish Board of Agriculture, the Swedish Food Federation and the Swedish Retailers Association aiming at elaborating the amounts and causes of food waste and possible ways to prevent food waste in the food supply chain as a whole (see Lindbom I., et al. 2014).

Analysis and discussion

This section is split into two parts, one considering the firms in the food chain and the other the consumer’s side. This split seems useful since the consumer is more or less locked out of the processes on the production and retail side. Therefore, a separate approach provides a better focus on the consumer issues.

1. Shelf life extension and the food chain

The food sector has to manage a number of complexities generally dealt with in supply chain management, besides product perishability (van Donk, 2000, Van der Vorst et al., 2005).
These complexities include the handling of large volumes and overly increasing product variety in terms of packaging sizes and recipes (Van der Vorst et al., 2005, van Donk et al., 2008). Moreover the supply chain features variation in terms of production and delivery lead times for various products, although lead times in general are short (van Donselaar et al., 2006, Verdouw et al., 2010). The supply uncertainty is substantial, leading to low predictability and stability of supply (van Donk et al., 2008, Christopher et al., 2009). There is also demand uncertainty, largely caused by high and increasing frequencies of promotional activities (Taylor and Fearne, 2009, Gedenk et al., 2010). Finally, the multi-layered supply chain structure is strongly affected by the bullwhip effect resulting in poor visibility throughout the chain (Roth et al. 2008).

All these features impact on inventory management. The cost of lost sales is often higher than inventory-carrying costs (Ketzenberg and Ferguson, 2008). Therefore, firms would profit from increasing product storage in order to reduce the amount of lost sales. Keeping products in storage for a longer time is problematic when it comes to perishable products. A major trend in food supply chains has therefore been to rely on shelf life extension solutions.

There are “unwritten rules” by supermarket chains that they require products delivered to their shops to retain a substantial amount of shelf life. One Swedish retailer requires 2/3 of remaining shelf-life, while two others demand at least 80%. Consequently, the amount of remaining shelf life has to be taken into account in the preceding stages of the supply chain, ensuring that at the point of delivery, the respective date for this retailer has not been exceeded.

Data from the warehouse of one dairy producer showed a considerable reduction in waste when shelf life for cream and yoghurt was extended three times. A vast majority of cream products with shorter shelf life leave the production storage even before reaching their salable date. With this extended deadline, the cream with three times the shelf life shouldn’t yield any waste at all. Yet there is still a yearly waste of over 3 tons of products which never even enter the next stage of the supply chain.

Interviews with personnel working at production warehouses, as well as retail stores, revealed that they are more inclined to control the storage levels of products with shorter shelf life and prioritize their handling in comparison with long-life products. For instance, milk with prolonged shelf life passes through the retailer’s central storage while products with short shelf life are directly driven to the supermarkets.

This means that products with longer shelf life stay in storage longer. Moreover, the longer shelf life of these products also leads to less frequent production. For example, a product with one week of shelf life cannot be produced just once a week. But this production frequency might become an option when shelf life is extended to several weeks. Accordingly, the production frequency is linked to the shelf life. These conditions may be part of the explanation why the increase in the shelf life didn’t completely remove the waste at the storage: the flow of goods was slowed down from production to distribution.

The results for yogurt waste, with a similar shelf life at the production warehouse, varied depending on the demand for different flavors. Yogurt flavors in higher demand featured lower waste than those with low demand. In order to capture potential economies of scale low-demand yoghurts were produced in large batches as seldom as possible.
Figure 1 summarizes data from several randomly selected Swedish food companies concerning the average number of days that different product groups are stored before delivery. Product groups are sorted according to increasing shelf life from the left to the right. Figure 1 confirms the clear correlation between shelf life and the time products are kept in storage: the longer the shelf life, the longer the time in storage.
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Figure 1: Shelf life and time in storage
(Adapted from Lindbom, et al. 2014)

Based on these data, it can be argued that the prolongation of shelf life does not necessarily reduce waste. Yet it may contribute to supply chain efficiency through increasing economies of scale.

2. Shelf life extension and the consumers

The consumer’s primary point of contact with shelf life extension is through packaging. While packaging covers a range of other functions, it also has a significant role in reducing food waste. Some achievements in this regard are mentioned by WRAP (2013), including reclosing packs to prevent dehydration in the fridge; small sized and/or subdivided packaging (e.g. salads, sliced meats, bakery products), extra-filtered fresh milk, vacuum-packed fresh meat, and intelligent packs for fresh fruit & vegetables, which helps stop them over-ripening. Some packaging also advises the consumer to “freeze before the date” and use the product at a later date. Other studies mentioned other factors, such as improving the design of the secondary packaging (Bowling 2013), flexible packaging, resealability, less weight for shipping and transporting of the package, as well as using less volume to take up valuable landfill space. All of these measures contributed to a decline in food wastage (Wolford, 2014). Other investigated measures encompass improved pack sealing (Anonymous, 2014) and developing sensors for monitoring the release of gases in the food package (Huy Quoc et al., 2013).

Although the public perception of packaging is dominated by end-of-life aspects, when the packaging becomes waste (Barlow and Morgan, 2013), packaging is considered a “lesser evil”. It is generally considered that the food production stage has much greater environmental impact than packaging,
wherefore packaging solutions may open as yet untapped savings potential (Silvenius, et al., 2014). Furthermore, it is stressed that food losses are seldom included in life cycle analyses of the food packaging system, nor are they included in the debate on sustainable packaging. This might then indicate a packaging less prone to food waste as a favorable alternative (Wikström and Williams, 2010). It is suggested that packaging attributes, such as desired quantity, mechanical protection, easy opening, and food safety/freshness information should be included in simple scenario techniques when deciding on packaging (Wikström, et al., 2014).

However, consumers’ apparent lack of knowledge and awareness (Comber & Thieme, 2013; Whitehair, et al., 2013) and ability to manage their food provision, storage, preparation (WRAP, 2014; Farr-Wharton, et al. 2014; Terpstra, et al., 2005) or make the best and most effective use of such packaging creates problems. Such difficulties include people not making use of a packaging functionality (such as reclosing packs to prevent dehydration in the fridge). Moreover they do not always follow guidance on packages (e.g. when to consume by, how to store, whether the product can be frozen, etc.) Studies show that 22% of consumers acknowledge that packaging “extends the life of the product” (WRAP, 2013), yet others remove food from the packaging before putting it into storage. Some consumers pierce the packaging to “let it breathe”, even though the packaging is designed to keep the food fresh for longer (WRAP, 2013). Such an awareness level and attitudes/preferences (EC, 2010), consumer intentions (Evans, 2011, Watson & Meah, 2013), and culture and behaviour (EPRS, 2014 Williams, et al., 2012), and accordingly impact of ethical implications (Gjerres & Gaiani, 2013)) could vary for diverse consumer groups (WRAP, 2014). Activities which positively affect such influencing factors are likely to offer another valid approach to reducing food waste on the consumer side (WRAP, 2013).

Packaging could have an essential role to play in preserving the value invested in products by ensuring that they can deliver their designed service with minimum wastage. However, considering the complexities in supply chain and consumption behavior, solutions to the food waste problem must be critically examined to determine whether they can fulfill their promises of reducing food waste, considering the whole chain in the entire life cycle of the product. Only when these aspects are confirmed, such solutions can be described as more sustainable.

**Conclusion**

The relation between shelf life extension and food waste reduction does not appear to be straightforward. Complex consumption patterns (e.g. shopping in larger volume results in longer storage periods at households) in combination with a long supply chain and several storage points, imply that shelf life extension may not guarantee consumption before products have reached the “best before date”. Another factor is the increasing demand for so-called “fresh products”, which may lead to the perception that products with longer shelf life are considered less fresh.

This study has shown the need to more closely investigate the effects of various measures (such as shelf life extension) that are applied to reduce food waste. To that end, it would be beneficial to develop a method to investigate and monitor the effectiveness of proposed shelf life extension solutions for the purpose of food waste reduction with a holistic system perspective. This would also help policymakers in their decision-making process as well as solution providers to improve the effectiveness of such solutions.
While this study has been limited in its scope, further investigation over a wider range of products would prove helpful in creating a fuller image of such a holistic perspective.
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